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OBJECT:

ORDER OF PLAY:

The object of The Way is to get from your Start
card to your Midpoint card, and back again, before
your opponent. By rotating or replacing the
various cards that make up the board, each player
tries to find The Way while at the same time
blocking The Way for the other player.

1. A player may either a) rotate any one card 90
degrees or b) cover any one card with one from
their hand. When a card is covered the new card
is put directly on top of the old card in any
orientation the covering player wishes. A player
need not rotate nor cover any card if they do not
wish to.
• Exceptions: a) a player may not rotate or
cover a card that the other player is currently
on, and b) a card that has already been
replaced is locked into place and may not be
further rotated, but may be covered again.
2. A player may now move their token from the
card it is currently on to an adjacent card that is
connected to the current card.
• Examples: Moving from the left card to the
right card.
a) Legal Move – the cards are ‘connected’

SETUP:
1. Shuffle the deck of cards.
2. Place the cards face up in a 5 by 5 matrix.
Leave enough space between the cards to allow
them to freely rotate.
3. Remove each of the corner cards, and put them
back into the deck with the remaining cards. Put
the Circle Start card in one corner, and the
Circle Midpoint card in the opposite diagonal
corner. Put the Square Start card in a remaining
corner, and the Square Midpoint card in the last
corner.
4. Deal the remaining cards, face down, evenly to
each player. One card will be left over, this card
is out of the game, to be left face down. Players
may examine their own cards.
5. Find two items to use as tokens; such as
different color buttons or loose change. Place
the Circle player’s token on the Circle Start card
and the Square player’s token on the Square
Start card. The loser of the previous game gets
first choice of either going first or choosing
which piece to play with. If this is the first
game, determine who gets this choice randomly.

b) Illegal Move – the cards are not ‘connected’

3. Once a player has moved (or decided not to)
that player’s turn is over, and play proceeds to
the other player.
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4. The first player to get back to their Start card
after having gotten to their Midpoint card wins.

4. Various Variations – One player chooses
whether to go first or what piece they play, and
the other player chooses which variation will be
played. Players may choose either variation, no
variation, or all at the same time!

ABOUT BONEGAMES
Square Start Card

Square Midpoint Card

Circle Start Card

Circle Midpoint Card

VICTORY CONDITIONS:
1. The Way is played in sets of three games.
Winning all three games is a Victory, winning
two of the three is a Win. Losing all three
games is a Defeat, losing two of three games is
a Loss.
2. After the first game the losing player gets to
choose either to go first or what piece to play.
3. The cards that were covered (those under newly
placed cards) are taken from the board, and
along with the one card left out of the game and
any extra cards the players haven't played, are
reshuffled. From this each player will be dealt
their four cards, leaving one to sit out. This
results in each board of a set of three games
being similar, and means a player must think
ahead to the next game when placing a card.

VARIATIONS:
For advanced players the following variations
may be amusing:
1. Use of the One Way Arrows – Players may only
move in the direction of the One Way Arrows
on cards that have them. This increases the level
of complexity, forcing players to consider less
direct ways to success.
2. Clockwise Rotation Only – Players may only
rotate cards clockwise.
3. Replace not Cover – Instead of covering a card
in play with one in your hand players switch
cards. When you replace a card the card that
would be covered up goes back into your hand,
to be used later if desired.

BoneGames is dedicated to designing and
producing top quality games. Our goal is to put the
fun and simplicity back into games of all types. By
offering our games in the manner we do, we allow
everyone the opportunity to enjoy what we
ourselves have been enjoying for some time.
Please feel free to distribute The Way. Be on the
watch for other games by BoneGames. Please let
us know what you think of our games, and of our
unique distribution system.
Your comments are welcome at the following
email address:
bonegames@bonegames.com
Visit the BoneGames website at:
http://www.bonegames.com

LEGAL NOTICE
By playing or distributing The Way you are
agreeing to the following:
The Way, in its entirety, is copyright 1995, 1996
by Joshua Howard and Bruce Biskup, all rights
reserved. The logo for BoneGames is copyright
1994 by Joshua Howard. The Way, in any form,
may not be sold in any way, either directly or
through its distribution. The only exception is the
normal costs involved with on-line computer
access. The Way, in its entirety, may be copied for
personal use and distribution, as long as no
financial gain results from that distribution. The
Way may not be modified in any manner.
Contact BoneGames for licensing or reprint
information. Email all inquires to the email
address above.
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